that combining bag-of-words and anomaly-detection PCA methods could predict 6 out of 8 occurrences of actual events, providing a prediction rate of 75%. In addition, the models make 13 predictions, and 6 of them are correct, providing a prediction accuracy of 46%. Optimal parameters (including window size, bag length, filter ratio of training data, and anomaly 20 threshold) of the models are also examined to increase the accuracy of debris flow prediction.
number of windows w. Suppose there is n time series data, then the total number of subsequences is (n) × [p − (w − 1)].
Further, in Eq. (2), y i is denoted as class variables of time series X i . The test time series data is broken into subsequences, with window w, and the closest centroid is sought for each 100 subsequence. The denote h j is used as the centroid index for each subsequence. The h j = 1 while jth centroid is the closest centroid, and h j = 0 suggests otherwise. The closest centroid is found for each subsequence, then all subsequences are categorized with vector indices, represented by H in Eq. (3). Only one of h j is equal to one, and the rest are equal to zero, so the summing of vector indices over all of the subsequences in time series data yields combination of centroid for the data. The summation vector indices of a time series dataset represent the occurrence frequency of centroids, so the testing time series 105 data can be predicted and categorized.
An anomaly-detection PCA is applied to analyze the bag-of-words results for detecting debris flow events. PCA is an orthogonal transformation method for dimension reduction [Lee et al., 2013] . The data of observation K is denoted as data k , and μ is the mean of the observation data.
/n calculates data variance and its matrix form 110 represents the covariance matrix V in Eq. (4). If U is the unit vector of principal coordinates, multiplying the left by U T , and the right by U, yields the variance of the principal coordinates data in Eq. (5). PCA then determines the principal coordinates by maximizing variance in Eq. (5). Solving the variance maximizing problem of PCA produces eigenvectors, U, of the covariance matrix, COV. Alternatively, the principal axis can be decided by minimizing the data reconstruction error in Eq. (6).
The data reconstruction error is equal to the original data, (data k − μ), minus data reconstruction, UU T (data k − μ). 115
The anomaly-detection PCA measures the impact of abnormal outlier data on principal directions. If A represents all of the observed data, then leaving one data, x t , out of A gives A1, i.e., A1 = A\{x t }. V A and V A1 are the covariance matrices of 120
A and A1, calculated in Eqs. (7) and (8). The principal coordinates are determined by solving the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix in Eqs. (9) and (10). The impact of abnormal outlier data is measured by the differences of PCA principal directions in Eq. (11). A larger number of s in Eq. (11) indicates a large change in principal directions by anomaly data.
In contrast, adding one data point x t to A yields A2, i.e., A2 = A ∪ {x t }. V A2 is the covariance matrix of A2, calculated in Eq. (12). The updated eigenvector is estimated in Eq. (13). 
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Stochastic optimization models and tradeoff analysis of evacuation problems will now be discussed. trans e,f,g,h is the number of people traveling from node e to f at time g for scenario h. resident e is the people that need to be evacuated at node e, and shelter f,h is number of people evacuated to shelter f. Additionally, sheltercost f represents the construction cost of new shelter capacity at node f. transcost e,f denotes the construction cost of new transportation capacity between nodes e and f.
TIMECOST e,f is the average traveling time from node e to f. PROB h is the probability of a stochastic debris flow scenario, h. 145
Eq. (18) calculates the weighted average of facility expansion cost, plus expected evacuation time. Eq. (19) confines the people living in the evacuation area that need to be evacuated. In Eq. (20), a mass balance equation defines whether total inflow is equal to total outflow at node e. Eq. (21) calculates the total people evacuated to shelter f for scenario h. Eq. (22) 
∑ trans e,f,g,h
trans e,f,g,h ≤ transcap e,f + transnewcap e,f ∀ e, f, g, h (23) A framework of debris flow detection and evacuation planning is constructed here, with the flowchart plotted in Fig.   2 . Time series data for rainfall and soil water content are collected and separated into training and testing data. The bag-ofwords method is applied to check the occurrence of rainfall subsequence data. After training the model, an anomaly-detection PCA is used to measure the impact of testing data. Abnormal outlier data is detected by quantifying the change in principal 185 directions.
The effective accumulative rainfall method and red warnings are used by Taiwan SWCB to predict debris flows.
These two methods are compared with the bag-of-words and anomaly-detection PCA methods. Eq. (26) calculates the effective accumulative rainfall, EAR, which is equal to the weighted sum of current rainfall RAIN 0 and previous rainfall RAIN s . The weights are one for current rainfall, and ( ) for the rainfall that occurred s days previously. Taiwan SWCB assumes that 190 discounting factor equals 0.7, and the length of time for previous rainfall data is seven days (i.e., s = 1, 2, 3, … , 7). Taiwan SWCB also provide a red warning for debris flow events on the basis of the EAR method, as well as meteorological data and expert judgment. (Table 1) . Prediction rate measures the prediction percentage of actual debris flows, and prediction accuracy is the correct rate of prediction. The bag-of-words and anomaly-detection PCA methods are able to predict six out of eight actual events, and the prediction rate is 75%. The method projects 13 events, six of which are correct, and provides a prediction 200 accuracy of 46%.
The effective accumulative rainfall and red warning methods used by Taiwan SWCB are tested and compared with our methods. In Table 1 , both effective accumulative rainfall method and red warming predicted two out of eight actual events between 2011 and 2015. The prediction rates are 25% for both of the Taiwan SWCB methods. The effective accumulative rainfall method predicts eight possible events, providing a prediction accuracy of 25%. The red warning method presents a 205 prediction accuracy of 29% by projecting seven potential events.
The bag-of-words and anomaly-detection PCA methods are applied to predict debris flows in Fengchiu. Table 2 shows that, between 2011 and 2015, only one actual debris flow event occurred on May 03, 2012. The bag-of-words and anomalydetection PCA methods are able to correctly predict the actual debris flow event, so the prediction rate is 100%. The models detect four anomaly subsequences with one correct prediction, while a prediction accuracy of 25% is provided. 210
Window size, length of bag, filter ratio of training data, and anomaly thresholds are important parameters of the bagof-words and anomaly-detection PCA methods. Those parameters are examined for the case studies. Window size represents the length of subsequences, and a large window size indicates greater variation of words in the bag-of-words method and a small window size provides high computational efficiency. Length of bag is the number of words in the method. A large length of bag provides more basic components (i.e., more words) for the bag-of-words method. The filter ratio of training data 215 represents the anomaly ratio of training data that should be deleted. The remaining training data are processed to train the anomaly-detection PCA. A high filter ratio provides less normal training data, while a low ratio treats most training data as number of persons evacuated to shelter at node f for scenario h sheltercap f existing shelter capacity at node f sheltercost f construction cost of new shelter capacity at node f shelternewcap f new shelter capacity at node f TIMECOST e,f average traveling time cost from node e to f 300 trans e,f,g,h number of persons traveling from node e to f at time g for scenario h transcap e,f existing transportation capacity between nodes e and f transcost e,f construction cost of new transportation capacity between nodes e and f transnewcap e,f new transportation capacity between nodes e and f 
